
 

 
 

 

 

Josephine Taylor | Beside Me 

Viewing Room: Jon Bernson | Third Eye Moonwalk at Catharine Clark Gallery 

In conjunction with BOX BLUR 

September 8 – October 13, 2018 

Opening Reception: Saturday, September 8, 2018 | 5 -7pm  

Followed by a special performance with Kaveh Rastegar | 7:30pm 

Partners for BOX BLUR: Josephine Taylor, Kaveh Rastegar, Jon Bernson, Minnesota Street Project and San Francisco Dance Film Festival 

 
San Francisco, CA: Catharine Clark Gallery opens the Fall 2018 season with Beside Me, an exhibition of new graphite drawings by Josephine 

Taylor. Conceptualized as a “portrait” of her friendship with musician Kaveh Rastegar, Taylor began her newest body of work with a hypothesis: “there 

must exist a direct correlation between the power of a portrait and the connection between artist and subject.” Following a fourteen-month period in 

which she and Rastegar shared music, texts and works in-progress, Taylor produced a dynamic series of works on paper that invite viewers to inhabit 

a place where time, memory and the limits of material existence collide. 

Rastegar–a friend of Taylor’s for 27 years, since high school in Denver, Colorado–appears throughout Taylor’s drawings. Each composition is a 

hyperbolic fusion of very specific times, locations and surroundings.  He is pictured sitting next to her in a car or a shag carpeted room, listening to 

mixtapes and LPs by artists important to their upbringing, such as Joni Mitchell, Van Morrison, Talking Heads, The Clash and Bob Dylan. Although 

based on experiences from the past, Taylor's drawings resist impulses towards the documentary. Instead, she imagines her compositions as "portals" 

that allow viewers a glimpse into her personal bond with Rastegar, each moment rendered with intricate and exquisitely realized details, such as smoke 

from a joint, or transcribed song lyrics in a notebook.   
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This entry into the personal realm of memory or experience 

is, like the smoke, ultimately ephemeral, and reminds us 

that human experiences are too rich and dynamic to be 

"contained" in a single composition. In turn, each drawing 

captures deeply felt moments of connection, and the quiet, 

intimate moments where friendships are fostered and 

blossom into life-long relationships. 

Taylor's works on paper are complemented by a media 

room presentation of Dylan Diaries (2018), her first 

video collaboration with interdisciplinary artist Jon 

Bernson. Dylan Diaries is composed of four, one-shot 

videos of Taylor in her home studio. Each video is 

structured as a call-and-response in which Taylor types 

replies to lyrics from songs by Bob Dylan–whose music was 

the soundtrack of her childhood–with alternating shots 

between the artist at her desk and her written responses as 

they generate on the computer screen. Though the camera 

remains fixed and the location consistent, the audio (by 

Bernson) is captured with a roving microphone that moves 

throughout Taylor’s apartment, capturing the sound of Bob Dylan’s music as it interacts with the changing acoustics of the physical environment. The 

soundtrack evokes the presence of an unseen observer and listener, who bears momentary witness–an approach that reveals not only the sounds of 

Dylan’s songs, but the acoustic imprint of Taylor’s home, as well as of her habitual movements and environmental surroundings. 

In conjunction with Beside Me, Catharine Clark Gallery presents Third Eye Moonwalk at Catharine Clark Gallery, Jon Bernson's first solo 

presentation in the gallery's viewing room. Third Eye Moonwalk at Catharine Clark Gallery (and the related exhibit Third Eye Moonwalk at Minnesota 

Street Project) is an audio-drama unfolding as an installation based on the opening scene from Bernson's interdisciplinary story of the same name. A 

character named You stands on a beach and is greeted by three anonymous narrators known as the Guides. The installation invites the viewer to 

assume the role of You, who stands on a synthetic beach and receives meditative prompts from the Guides via an audio speaker. These prompts are 

suggestive, leaving space for reflection, fantasy and memory.  

The beach is represented sonically. Tapes play sounds from the waterside on independent loops, while an accompanying (projected) video and three 

media screens portray the stark and hypnotic waveforms of the sounds themselves. The interplay between the sounds and the shapes of sounds reveals 

patterns and energetic properties that are sensed, but rarely seen, suggesting a revelatory language that can emerge from their confluence. Bernson 

will also exhibit a related, site-specific installation in partnership with Minnesota Street Project, throughout the 1275 Minnesota Street building, 

October 6 – 27, 2018. On October 19, 2018,Third Eye Moonwalk at Minnesota Street Project presents as a full cast performance of Bernson’s audio-

drama. 

The opening reception for Beside Me, Third Eye Moonwalk, Dylan Diaries, and BOX BLUR is Saturday, September 8, 2018 from 5 – 7pm, 

followed by Kaveh Rastegar’s live performance at 7:30pm. A highly accomplished musician, Rastegar is best known as a founding member of the 

 

Josephine Taylor, detail from Letter to Hermione, 2018. 

Graphite on paper, 22 x 14 inches. 

http://www.cclarkgallery.com/
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genre-blurring, GRAMMY® Award-nominated quintet, Kneebody (playing at the Independent on September 20). Rastegar tours, records and plays 

bass with John Legend. He has written and recorded with Beck, Bruno Mars, Cee Lo Green, De La Soul, Meshell Ndegeocello, Shania Twain, and served 

as musical director for Sia, among others.  

Rastegar’s performance on September 8–the launch of the gallery’s BOX BLUR program for Fall 2018–follows the release of Rastegar’s solo record, 

Light of Love, available through Ropeadope and at Catharine Clark Gallery, and featuring album art by Josephine Taylor.  

Founded in 2016, BOX BLUR is an ongoing initiative at Catharine Clark Gallery to bring visual and performing art into conversation in a non-

proscenium-based setting. A full schedule of BOX BLUR events, as well as artistic partners for Fall 2018, can be found on page four. 

 

 

Josephine Taylor | Beside Me 

Viewing Room: Jon Bernson | Third Eye Moonwalk at Catharine Clark Gallery 

In conjunction with BOX BLUR | Full event listing of BOX BLUR events on page 4 

September 8 – October 13, 2018 

Opening Reception: Saturday, September 8 | 5 – 7pm 

Followed by a special performance with Kaveh Rastegar | 7:30pm 

Partners for BOX BLUR: Josephine Taylor, Kaveh Rastegar, Jon Bernson, Minnesota Street Project and San Francisco Dance Film Festival 

 

Upcoming Exhibitions and Events: 

 

Sandow Birk | Imaginary Monuments II  

Media Room: Rob Carter | The Visitors 

October 20 – December 22, 2018 

Opening Reception: Saturday, October 20 | 4 – 6pm 

 

Editions/Artists’ Book Fair (E/AB Fair) | The Tunnel | 269 11th Avenue | New York, NY 

Co-presented with Mullowney Printing, San Francisco, CA 

Featuring a solo booth of gravures and woodblock prints by Sandow Birk,  

and American Procession by Sandow Birk and Elyse Pignolet 

October 25 – 28, 2018 

 

Paris Photo 2018| Grand Palais 

Featuring photography and video by Stephanie Syjuco, Deborah Oropallo,  

Edgar Martins and Nina Katchadourian 

November 8 – 11, 2018 

 

2018 CCG Holiday Party and Benefit for Lava Mae and the Stanford Children’s Hospital Mobile Adolescent Health Services/Teen Health Van Program 

Featuring a sale of special benefit artworks donated by gallery artists 

December 22, 2018 | 6:30 – 8:30pm, with remarks at 7:30pm 

 

Media inquiries contact Anton Stuebner | associate@cclarkgallery.com | Gallery Hours: Tuesday – Friday from 10:30am – 5:30pm| Saturday from 11am - 6p 

 

Sandow Birk, Proposal for a Monument to the Declaration of Independence  

(and a Pavilion to Frederick Douglass), 2018 

Edition of 25 plus 8 artist proofs 

44 x 61 ½ inches unframed 

Co-published by Catharine Clark Gallery and Mullowney Printing 

Featured in Imaginary Monuments II and the E/AB Art Fair 

Pre-publication offer in effect until October 20, 2018: $10,000 

http://www.cclarkgallery.com/
file:///C:/Users/Catharine%20Clark/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/2%20Artists%20L-Z/Oropallo/Exhibitions/2018%20Dark%20Landscapes%20For%20A%20White%20House%20-%20CCG/PR/associate@cclarkgallery.com
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JOSEPHINE TAYLOR creates narrative images on paper—drawing, print, collage—and video. 

Her work oftens examines the emotional and psychological remnants of memory, human 

connection and adolescence. Her subject matter is personal, rendered with a tender fragility and 

often at the scale of the people she is portraying.  

Taylor earned a Bachelor of Arts in Religious Studies with an emphasis in East Indian languages 

from the University of Colorado – Boulder before pursuing a graduate degree in Fine Art at the 

San Francisco Art Institute. She was a recipient of the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art 

SECA Award in 2004, and was included in the California Biennial at the Orange County Museum 

of Art that same year. Also, in 2004, she was awarded an Artist in Residence at Headlands 

Center for the Arts. 

Taylor’s work is included in the permanent collections of San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 

the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, and the Museum of Modern Art, New York. Her work 

was featured in OFF-SPRING: New Generations, a group exhibition at 21c Museum Hotels that 

premiered at the Cincinnati campus in 2013, and most recently traveled to the museum’s 

Oklahoma City campus in 2018. Taylor’s work will also be featured in Care and Feeding: The Art of Parenthood at the Palo Alto Art Center in September 

2018.  

In 2017, Taylor completed a suite of monotypes at Mullowney Printing, San Francisco. In conjunction with her video collaboration with Jon Bernson, 

Taylor will also create a map for his installation, Third Eye Moonwalk at Minnesota Street Project. 

In 2017, Taylor was awarded an Eureka Fellowship from the Fleishhacker Foundation. She teaches at Stanford University and the San Francisco Art 

Institute. Taylor lives and works in San Francisco and has been represented by Catharine Clark Gallery since 2003. 

JON BERNSON is an interdisciplinary artist whose work explores and expands the traditional 

boundaries of storytelling, often in site-specific contexts. In 2015, Bernson was an Artist-In-

Residence at the Artist Studio program at the Fine Arts Museums of San Francisco, where he 

developed Antiprism, a multi-media installation that explored a series of unexplained broadcasts 

that interrupted the programming of international television stations between 1986 and 2009.  

His recent project, Third Eye Moonwalk (2016 – ongoing) incorporates music, video, meditation 

and performance. The project’s development has been supported by partners across numerous 

disciplines. The script received developmental readings through Playwrights Foundation and the 

National New Play Network at Stanford University and the Custom Made Theatre Co. in San 

Francisco. The videos were developed in July 2018, primarily during a residency at The 

Growlery, San Francisco. Bernson’s involvement with the Z Forge Devisors Group at Drop Forge 

& Tool in Hudson, NY fostered the addition of stylized movement into the live performances. In 

September 2018, Bernson exhibits a site-specific installation at Catharine Clark Gallery in 

conjunction with the gallery’s BOX BLUR initiative to engage visual and performing art in dialogue. In October 2018, also in conjunction with BOX BLUR, 

Bernson will exhibit a series of installations at Minnesota Street Project’s 1275 location in San Francisco, which will include a full cast performance of 

the audio-drama on October 19, 2018.  

As a musician, Bernson has released more than twenty albums under several names. As a member of Exray’s, Bernson composed music that was 

featured in David Fincher’s 2010, Academy-Award winning film, The Social Network. In 2017, Bernson contributed to Fake Newsroom, a collaborative 

visual magazine at Minnesota Street Project, as Deputy Editor under Dru Donovan. Other notable projects include Sound Affects, a large-scale 

multimedia work at the Sonos Studio in Los Angeles, and Beautification Machine, a sound sculpture created with Andy Diaz Hope, which premiered at 

Catharine Clark Gallery. A version of the work was acquired by the Nevada Museum of Art for its permanent collection and exhibited there in 2016.  

Bernson lives and works in the San Francisco Bay Area. Dylan Diaries (in collaboration with Josephine Taylor) is his third collaborative project at 

Catharine Clark Gallery, and Third Eye Moonwalk at Catharine Clark Gallery is his first solo project. 

http://www.cclarkgallery.com/

